The electro-optical performance of nematic liquid crystals (NLCs) dispersed with gold nanoparticles (GNPs) was investigated in this study. The addition of a small amount of GNP dopant decreased the threshold voltage for LC reorientation due to the decreased elastic constant and increased dielectric anisotropy of the LC mixture. The response time of the LC cell was decreased with the addition of tiny amounts of GNPs because of decrease in rotational viscosity of LCs. The doped GNPs also shorten LC reorientation angle during voltage switching, further decreasing the response time of the LC cell. The addition of high amounts of GNPs slowed down the response time of the LC cell, because excess GNPs aggregated and formed networks in the cell, thus disturbing LC alignment and hindering LC reorientation. The measured dielectric spectra of the GNP-LC mixture revealed that the addition of GNPs decreased the relaxation time constant of the LCs. This result confirmed that the GNP dopant decreased the rotational viscosity and elastic constant of the LCs.
Introduction
Over the past several years, liquid crystals (LCs) have attracted considerable attention because of their birefringence, which has potential applications in various devices, such as flat panel displays, optical lens, and spatial light modulators. Investigations on LC alignment methods and materials are indispensable in extending the applications of LC devices. However, most alignment methods are difficult, because of the complicated processing and apparatus required [1] . The composites of LCs and nanoparticles (NPs) are an intensely investigated soft matter, given the simple process of NP dispersal in LCs. LCs doped with various kinds of NPs exhibit improved performances. For example, a small amount of MgO NPs decreases the threshold voltage of LC devices [2] . Silica NPs suspended in LCs exhibit bi-stable characteristics [3] . Ferroelectric NP dopant significantly increases the dielectric anisotropy and rotational viscosity, and decreases the splay elastic constants of NLCs [4, 5] . Doping with ZrO 2 NPs suppresses the screening effect, which results from impurity ions in LC cells [6] . The addition of metallic NPs changes the elastic constant and the rotational viscosity of lyotropic LCs [7] . LCs exhibit faster operational speeds when doped with carbon nanotubes [8] . The addition of 14-nm diameter gold nanoparticles (GNPs) significantly changes the electro-optical behavior of a polymer-dispersed liquid crystal (PDLC) [9] . GNPs decrease threshold voltage, increase optical transmission at certain voltages, and influence the frequency response of PDLCs. The optical properties of NLCs near GNPs are markedly related to the anchoring conditions at the surface of the GNP [10] . GNP-doped NLC devices demonstrate alignment-controlled optical absorbance [11] . The magneto-optical properties of NLCs dispersed with ferromagnetic NPs have also been studied theoretically [12] . The dielectric Figure 1 shows the POM photographs of the LC cells doped with various concentrations of GNPs. The rubbing directions of the cells were set at 45 • with respect to the transmission axes of the polarizer and analyzer. As observed in Figure 1a -c, the POM photographs of the GNP-doped LC cells with GNP concentrations below 0.07 wt % exhibit uniform colors, indicating that the LCs are uniformly aligned in an orderly fashion. The white defects indicate the employed ball spacers. When the GNP concentration reaches 0.1 wt %, connected networks appear in the cell due to the aggregation of GNPs and the disordered LC alignment near the GNPs, as observed in Figure 1d . At 0.3 wt % GNP concentration, numerous connected networks formed by GNP aggregations occupy the cell and disturb the LC alignment, as shown in Figure 1e . The directions of the connected networks are oriented along the rubbing direction of the cell because the colloidal particles dispersed in the NLCs self-align in the direction of LC alignment satisfied by the formation of an accompanying hyperbolic defect [24] .
The dark images in the LC cells with GNP concentration above 0.1 wt % are caused by auto exposure compensation of the digital camera used. The pretilt angles of the GNP-doped LC cells with various GNP concentrations almost remain constant at~1.5 • . The measured T-V curves also confirm the LCs are aligned at a low pretilt angle in the GNP-doped LC cells. with various GNP concentrations almost remain constant at ~1.5°. The measured T-V curves also confirm the LCs are aligned at a low pretilt angle in the GNP-doped LC cells. 
the threshold voltage (Vth) of the LC cell is proportional to the square root of the elastic constant K and is inversely proportional to the square root of the dielectric anisotropy Δε. The nematic-isotropic transition temperature of pristine E7 is 62 °C, whereas that of LC mixture with GNP concentration of 0.3 wt % is 44 °C. This indicates that doping GNPs markedly decreases the order parameter of NLCs.
As is well known, the elastic constant is proportional to the square of the order parameter S, indicating that the addition of GNPs also decreases the elastic constant of the LCs. Furthermore, the dielectric anisotropy of LCs was obtained by the dielectric spectrum measurement. The measured dielectric anisotropies of LCs doped with GNP concentrations of 0, 0.05, 0.07 and 0.1 wt % are 12.62, 12.99, 13.02 and 13.32, respectively. The dielectric anisotropy of NLCs slightly increases with GNP doping. Accordingly, the reduction of threshold voltage of the LC cell is related to the simultaneously decreased elastic constant and increased dielectric anisotropy of the LC mixture. As shown in Figure  2 
the threshold voltage (V th ) of the LC cell is proportional to the square root of the elastic constant K and is inversely proportional to the square root of the dielectric anisotropy ∆ε. The nematic-isotropic transition temperature of pristine E7 is 62 • C, whereas that of LC mixture with GNP concentration of 0.3 wt % is 44 • C. This indicates that doping GNPs markedly decreases the order parameter of NLCs. As is well known, the elastic constant is proportional to the square of the order parameter S, indicating that the addition of GNPs also decreases the elastic constant of the LCs. Furthermore, the dielectric anisotropy of LCs was obtained by the dielectric spectrum measurement. The measured dielectric anisotropies of LCs doped with GNP concentrations of 0, 0.05, 0.07 and 0.1 wt % are 12.62, 12.99, 13.02 and 13.32, respectively. The dielectric anisotropy of NLCs slightly increases with GNP doping. Accordingly, the reduction of threshold voltage of the LC cell is related to the simultaneously decreased elastic constant and increased dielectric anisotropy of the LC mixture. As shown in Figure 2 Figure 3a shows the transmission spectra of the pristine E7 and of LC cells doped with various GNP concentrations. At GNP concentration below 0.1 wt %, the transmissions of the GNP-doped LC cells are almost identical to that of the pristine E7 cell. When the GNP concentration reaches 0.3 wt %, the transmission of the GNP-doped LC cell decreases by ~4% due to light scattering, because the dispersed GNPs disturb LC alignment around GNPs and scatter incident light. The slight decrease in the transmission indicates that the scattering caused by the doped GNPs is negligible. The color impression of the GNP solution used is reddish. The missing resonance peak in Figure 3a is attributed to the low GNP concentration doped in the nematic host. As shown in Figure 3b , the transmissions of the 0.3 wt % GNP-doped cell with different polarizations of incident light almost remain at the same level. Thus, the transmission of GNP-doped LC cell is polarization independent with tiny GNP dopant. The surface plasmon resonance effect of the GNP-doped LC cell will be investigated in the near future. Response time is also an important index for the performance of the LC devices. In this study, the rise (fall) time is defined as the time required for the transmission change of the LC cell when the voltage is suddenly turned on (off) from 2 V to 10 V (10 V to 2 V). As observed in Figure 4 , the rise Figure 3a shows the transmission spectra of the pristine E7 and of LC cells doped with various GNP concentrations. At GNP concentration below 0.1 wt %, the transmissions of the GNP-doped LC cells are almost identical to that of the pristine E7 cell. When the GNP concentration reaches 0.3 wt %, the transmission of the GNP-doped LC cell decreases by~4% due to light scattering, because the dispersed GNPs disturb LC alignment around GNPs and scatter incident light. The slight decrease in the transmission indicates that the scattering caused by the doped GNPs is negligible. The color impression of the GNP solution used is reddish. The missing resonance peak in Figure 3a is attributed to the low GNP concentration doped in the nematic host. As shown in Figure 3b , the transmissions of the 0.3 wt % GNP-doped cell with different polarizations of incident light almost remain at the same level. Thus, the transmission of GNP-doped LC cell is polarization independent with tiny GNP dopant. The surface plasmon resonance effect of the GNP-doped LC cell will be investigated in the near future. Figure 3a shows the transmission spectra of the pristine E7 and of LC cells doped with various GNP concentrations. At GNP concentration below 0.1 wt %, the transmissions of the GNP-doped LC cells are almost identical to that of the pristine E7 cell. When the GNP concentration reaches 0.3 wt %, the transmission of the GNP-doped LC cell decreases by ~4% due to light scattering, because the dispersed GNPs disturb LC alignment around GNPs and scatter incident light. The slight decrease in the transmission indicates that the scattering caused by the doped GNPs is negligible. The color impression of the GNP solution used is reddish. The missing resonance peak in Figure 3a is attributed to the low GNP concentration doped in the nematic host. As shown in Figure 3b , the transmissions of the 0.3 wt % GNP-doped cell with different polarizations of incident light almost remain at the same level. Thus, the transmission of GNP-doped LC cell is polarization independent with tiny GNP dopant. The surface plasmon resonance effect of the GNP-doped LC cell will be investigated in the near future. Response time is also an important index for the performance of the LC devices. In this study, the rise (fall) time is defined as the time required for the transmission change of the LC cell when the voltage is suddenly turned on (off) from 2 V to 10 V (10 V to 2 V). As observed in Figure 4 , the rise Response time is also an important index for the performance of the LC devices. In this study, the rise (fall) time is defined as the time required for the transmission change of the LC cell when the voltage is suddenly turned on (off) from 2 V to 10 V (10 V to 2 V). As observed in Figure 4 , the rise and fall times decrease with increasing GNP concentrations. According to Equations (2) and (3) [26, 27] , for small LC reorientation angles with the supplied voltage slightly above V th , both rise (τ r ) and fall (τ f ) times of the LC cell can be estimated by the effective rotational viscosity η i ,
where E, ∆ε, d, K ii and α i are the applied electric field, dielectric anisotropy, cell gap, elastic constant, and Leslie coefficients, respectively. γ 1 = α 3 -α 2 is the rotational viscosity of twist deformation. Notably, in measuring the response time of the cell in this paper, the supplied voltage is far above V th , consequently, the measured rise and fall times cannot be accurately estimated by Equations (2) and (3), owing to the intense flow effect in the cell. Nonetheless, Equations (2) and (3) still macroscopically explain that the response times of LC cell are dependent on the change of LC rotational viscosity. As shown in Figure 4 , when the GNP concentration drops below 0.07 wt %, the rise and fall times of the cells simultaneously decrease with the increasing GNP concentrations, due to the decreased rotational viscosity. Furthermore, as shown in Figure 2 , at 2 V, the transmittances of the cells are decreased with the increasing GNP concentration, indicating the increased LC tilted angle with GNP doping owing to the decreased V th . In this paper, the response times of the cells are measured from 2 V to 10 V. The increased tilt angle at 2 V with GNP dopant indicates that the shortened LC reorientation angle when the voltage is switched between 2 V and 10 V. The shortened reorientation angle also decreases the response time of the LC cell. Once the GNP concentration exceeds 0.07 wt %, the excess GNPs hinder the reorientation of LCs, thus slowing down the rise and fall times of the cells. Notably, the maximum decrease in rise time and fall time due to GNP addition are~9% and~24%, respectively, compared with that of the pristine E 7 LC cell. The extent of the decrease in rise time is less than that in fall time, because rise time is mainly determined by the supplied voltage. The variation of surface anchoring energy due to GNP addition can be neglected, owing to the tiny GNP dopant and strong surface anchoring energy on the substrate resulted from the commercially available PI.
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and fall times decrease with increasing GNP concentrations. According to Equations (2) and (3) [26, 27] , for small LC reorientation angles with the supplied voltage slightly above Vth, both rise (τr) and fall (τf) times of the LC cell can be estimated by the effective rotational viscosity ηi,
where E, Δε, d, Kii and αi are the applied electric field, dielectric anisotropy, cell gap, elastic constant, and Leslie coefficients, respectively. γ1 = α3 -α2 is the rotational viscosity of twist deformation. Notably, in measuring the response time of the cell in this paper, the supplied voltage is far above Vth, consequently, the measured rise and fall times cannot be accurately estimated by Equations (2) and (3), owing to the intense flow effect in the cell. Nonetheless, Equations (2) and (3) still macroscopically explain that the response times of LC cell are dependent on the change of LC rotational viscosity. As shown in Figure 4 , when the GNP concentration drops below 0.07 wt %, the rise and fall times of the cells simultaneously decrease with the increasing GNP concentrations, due to the decreased rotational viscosity. Furthermore, as shown in Figure 2 , at 2 V, the transmittances of the cells are decreased with the increasing GNP concentration, indicating the increased LC tilted angle with GNP doping owing to the decreased Vth. In this paper, the response times of the cells are measured from 2 V ~ 10 V. The increased tilt angle at 2 V with GNP dopant indicates that the shortened LC reorientation angle when the voltage is switched between 2 V and 10 V. The shortened reorientation angle also decreases the response time of the LC cell. Once the GNP concentration exceeds 0.07 wt %, the excess GNPs hinder the reorientation of LCs, thus slowing down the rise and fall times of the cells. Notably, the maximum decrease in rise time and fall time due to GNP addition are ~9 and ~24%, respectively, compared with that of the pristine E 7 LC cell. The extent of the decrease in rise time is less than that in fall time, because rise time is mainly determined by the supplied voltage. The variation of surface anchoring energy due to GNP addition can be neglected, owing to the tiny GNP dopant and strong surface anchoring energy on the substrate resulted from the commercially available PI. To analyze the dielectric relaxation of the LC mixture, the vertically aligned LC cell was constructed with two ITO glass substrates that were coated with vertical PI. Figure 5 shows the dielectric spectra of the pristine E7 and GNP-doped LC cells at various GNP concentrations. In the homogeneously aligned cell, the direction of the LCs is parallel to the substrate surface, and is thus perpendicular to the direction of supplied electric field. In contrast, in the vertically aligned cell, the direction of the LCs is perpendicular to the substrate surface, and is thus parallel to the direction of supplied electric field. When a dielectric medium is supplied with an external electric field, it attains a new equilibrium state through dielectric relaxation. Dielectric relaxation is a reflection of the fact that electric displacement requires a finite time to reach equilibrium. To confirm the relaxation mode, the dielectric spectra of the empty cell were measured, indicating that the relaxation frequency of the empty cell appeared at~10 7 Hz, which was the cell relaxation originating from the finite resistance of the ITO electrode and the inductance of connecting wires used in the cell [28, 29] . Furthermore, as demonstrated in the literature [30, 31] , in a homogeneously aligned cell filled with pristine E7, the relaxation frequencies of the cell without and with voltage (40 V) supplied were observed at 1 MHz and~10 5 Hz, respectively. The relaxation frequency at 1 MHz was attributed to the LC reorientation along the long axis, and that at 10 5 Hz was mainly attributed to the LC reorientation along the short axis. Once the supplied voltage was higher than 40 V, or the pristine E7 was placed in a vertically-aligned cell, the relaxation frequency decreased further. As shown in Figure 5 , it was obtained that the relaxation frequency of the homogeneously aligned cell occurred at~1 MHz, whereas that of the vertically aligned cell occurred at 7.6 ×10 4 Hz. Notably, the relaxation frequency was significantly dependent on the temperature [32] .
As shown in Figure 5b , near the frequency of 10 5 Hz, the peak frequency f p of the vertically aligned cell increases with increasing GNP concentrations. This relaxation mode is consequently related to the LC reorientation along the short axis. The relaxation time τ of LCs is related to the peak frequency f p of the dielectric loss of the LC mixture, as shown in Equation (6) .
The addition of GNPs significantly increases the peak frequency of the dielectric loss of the LC mixture, and hence decreases the relaxation time of LCs. Further, Meier and Saupe indicate that the relaxation time τ is related to the potential barrier parameter η in the vertically aligned cell [33] :
where b is the rotation barrier height of the flip-flops around the axis, R is the gas constant, and T is the temperature. The barrier height b impedes the molecular rotations, therefore the relaxation time τ has been slow down in comparison with the situation when the potential b = 0. They also introduce the retardation factor g, in which the potential barrier parameter η is proportional to the dielectric relaxation time τ [34] ,
where τ 0 corresponds to a hypothetical state with b = 0. In Figure 5b , GNP addition significantly decreases the relaxation time of the LC cell, decreases the rotation barrier height b around the short axes of the LCs and the associated rotational viscosity γ of LC mixture [35] . The decreased rotational viscosity accelerates the response time of the LC cell with GNP doping. It is worth mentioning that the accurate relaxation frequencies of LC medium should be higher than those of the measured cells in this experiment, because of the cell relaxation [28, 29] . The cell relaxation also causes the measured real part of permittivity to be below the vacuum permittivity at high frequencies. Because of the lack of accurate ITO resistance and inductance of the wire, the exact relaxation frequencies of LCs are not estimated further. However, the effects of GNPs on LC materials can still be observed and explained.
At 1 kHz, the dielectric losses of the LC mixtures are similar when the GNP concentrations are below 0.07 wt %. Once the GNP concentration reaches 0.1 wt %, the dielectric loss of the LC mixture increases significantly, because the excess GNP dopant contaminates the LC host with mobile charge carriers, increases the conductivity of the LC mixture [16] . Simultaneously, GNP dopant does not significantly change the measured permittivity, indicating that the trapping of ion impurities on the surfaces of GNPs is negligible under tiny GNP dopant, as shown in Figure 5 . Consequently, the reduction of threshold voltage mainly originates from the increase in dielectric anisotropy and the decrease in the elastic constant of the LC mixture. To observe the change in relaxation frequency of LC mixture in the splay deformation with GNP doping, the dielectric spectra of the pristine E7 and 0.07 wt % GNP-doped LC cells are measured with the supplied voltage of 1 V. The peak frequencies of the dielectric loss of the pristine E7 and 0.07 wt % GNP-doped LC cells occur at 2.4 × 10 6 Hz and 3.1 × 10 6 Hz, respectively. Notably, GNP doping increases the peak frequency, and hence decreases the rotational viscosity of the LC mixture in the splay deformation, further confirming that GNP doping decreases rotational viscosity and the associated response time of the cell.
In [19] , the grains of NP aggregation are observed when Ti NP concentration exceeds 1 wt %. The pretilt angle and fall time decreases with Ti NP addition. This is because the ion impurities near the alignment layers are trapped on the surfaces of metallic NPs, and therefore enhance the van der Waals dispersion interactions between the LCs and alignment layers. Furthermore, the decreased threshold voltage and rise time with Ti NP dopant are caused by two factors: the increased electric field strength in the LC bulk near the metallic NPs by the focused electric flux; and the decreased screening effect by the ion impurities trapped on the surfaces of the metallic NPs. In this study, however, the networks of NP aggregation are observed at a relatively low GNP concentration (0.1 wt %), and the directions of the connected networks are oriented along the rubbing direction of the LC cell. The pretilt angles of the GNP-doped LC cells at various GNP concentrations are kept almost constant. In addition, the permittivity of the GNP-doped LC cells has not changed significantly at 1 kHz, indicating that the effect of ion impurities trapped on the surfaces of GNPs is negligible under tiny GNP dopant. Consequently, the decreased threshold voltage and response time of the LC cell are mainly related to changes in physical parameters of NLCs, such as elastic constant, dielectric anisotropy, and rotational viscosity. increases significantly, because the excess GNP dopant contaminates the LC host with mobile charge carriers, increases the conductivity of the LC mixture [16] . Simultaneously, GNP dopant does not significantly change the measured permittivity, indicating that the trapping of ion impurities on the surfaces of GNPs is negligible under tiny GNP dopant, as shown in Figure 5 . Consequently, the reduction of threshold voltage mainly originates from the increase in dielectric anisotropy and the decrease in the elastic constant of the LC mixture. To observe the change in relaxation frequency of LC mixture in the splay deformation with GNP doping, the dielectric spectra of the pristine E7 and 0.07 wt % GNP-doped LC cells are measured with the supplied voltage of 1 V. The peak frequencies of the dielectric loss of the pristine E7 and 0.07 wt % GNP-doped LC cells occur at 2.4 × 10 6 Hz and 3.1 × 10 6 Hz, respectively. Notably, GNP doping increases the peak frequency, and hence decreases the rotational viscosity of the LC mixture in the splay deformation, further confirming that GNP doping decreases rotational viscosity and the associated response time of the cell. In [19] , the grains of NP aggregation are observed when Ti NP concentration exceeds 1 wt %. The pretilt angle and fall time decreases with Ti NP addition. This is because the ion impurities near the alignment layers are trapped on the surfaces of metallic NPs, and therefore enhance the van der Waals dispersion interactions between the LCs and alignment layers. Furthermore, the decreased threshold voltage and rise time with Ti NP dopant are caused by two factors: the increased electric field strength in the LC bulk near the metallic NPs by the focused electric flux; and the decreased screening effect by the ion impurities trapped on the surfaces of the metallic NPs. In this study, however, the networks of NP aggregation are observed at a relatively low GNP concentration (0.1 wt %), and the directions of the connected networks are oriented along the rubbing direction of the LC cell. The pretilt angles of the GNP-doped LC cells at various GNP concentrations are kept almost constant. In addition, the permittivity of the GNP-doped LC cells has not changed significantly at 1 kHz, indicating that the effect of ion impurities trapped on the surfaces of GNPs is negligible under tiny GNP dopant. Consequently, the decreased threshold voltage and response time of the LC cell are mainly related to changes in physical parameters of NLCs, such as elastic constant, dielectric anisotropy, and rotational viscosity. 
Conclusions
The electro-optical properties of GNP-doped LC cells are demonstrated in this experiment. The obtained results indicate that the optimal GNP concentration is ~0.07 wt %. At this concentration, the response time and threshold voltage of the LC cell decrease by 28% and 21%, respectively, compared with those of the pristine LC cell. The reduction of threshold voltage is caused by the decreased elastic constant and increased dielectric anisotropy of LC mixture. On the other hand, the doped GNPs decrease rotational viscosity of LC-GNP mixture and also shorten the LC reorientation angle during voltage switching, accelerating the response time of GNP-doped LC cell. The applications of the GNP-NLC composite on electro-optic devices are underway. 
The electro-optical properties of GNP-doped LC cells are demonstrated in this experiment. The obtained results indicate that the optimal GNP concentration is~0.07 wt %. At this concentration, the response time and threshold voltage of the LC cell decrease by 28% and 21%, respectively, compared with those of the pristine LC cell. The reduction of threshold voltage is caused by the decreased elastic constant and increased dielectric anisotropy of LC mixture. On the other hand, the doped GNPs decrease rotational viscosity of LC-GNP mixture and also shorten the LC reorientation angle during voltage switching, accelerating the response time of GNP-doped LC cell. The applications of the GNP-NLC composite on electro-optic devices are underway.
